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INTRODUCTION

'

Within a single generation the world has been inTOl"ftld
in two great wars requiring the services ot millions of'
men,

Therefore it has been necessary to recruit labor• in a

great many instances• f'rom the ranks ot those who are not
inducted into the armed forces because ot; age, sex, physi
cal condition or family responsibilities.
In the tirst World war and especially in the present
conflict large numbers of women have moved from the kitchen to
the production line making everything from fine preoi■ion
instruments to giant bombers •

Women have replaced men as

drivers of taxis, and locomotives, they operate giant cranes,
many are trained mechanics and some have become ferry pilota.
Due to physiologio differences, motherhood. differences
in strength - between men and women - and industrial in•
experience they have brought with them, into industry, a
vast number of' new hygienic and medical problems.
It is with considerable hesitation that I attempt a
survey and discussion of the literature on this eompar
a:td:vely new subject.

It is however of special interest

because my own wife is a member of this large group.

It

has been interesting to note how rapidily she, and others
of my •quaintance, have grasped mechanical principles.

This

is additional evidence that women lack only mechanical experienoe, not mechanical ability.
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Why do women go into this type of work?

In conversat

ion with others I have come to the oonclusion that there are
many reasons.

Some go to work in industry because ot economic

necessit�. others because they feel it is their patriotio duty,
and still others because of boredom.

Thia will be more com

pletely discussed later.
It is not the purpose of this paper to go into

a dis

cussion of treatment of the many occupational diseases.
Treatment however, will be mentioned in a few cases where
it seems to be of special importance or where new methods
appear to be superior.

PART ONE
HISTORY

Since this paper deals primarily with industrial lD9d
icine a short reveiw of the history or it's development is
necessary.
Industrial :medicine is largely a development of the
last one hundred and forty three years, the machine age,
but the diseases due to occupation had been described long
before the Christian era.
Hippocrates (460-370

(59)

B.c.) described several diseases

which appeared to be associated with occupation. He des
ori bed, among others a disease of miners, which in the light
ot present knowlege may have been hookll'orm. The very
unsanitary condition of mines, until recent times, prOTided
ideal conditions tor the spread of hooklrorm disea$e. He
also described diseases peculiar to metal workers, tullera,
tailors, horsemen ,. farmhands and fishermen. The metal
worker he descibes as being pale and livid ,. with difficult
respiration, a distened, hard abdomen, large spleen and a
nollen right hypochondrium.

(15)

Pliny the Elder (23�79) recognized the dangers of gases
and dusts in the mines subsequently developing a protecting
ask, which consisted of' a bladder tied over the mouth to
prevent the inhalation of' noxious substances. To wine dealers
he recOJIIID9nded the use of cabbage and bitter almonds as a pro
tection against alooholic intoxication.

(16)
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Galen (131-201) tells of a visit to a copper mine on
the island of Cyprus where he was nearly overcome with the
t'l.lJles.

He stated the workers there who carried out a Tit

riolic fluid would run Yi th

all speed from the mine to

avoid death in the midst of their labors.

He blamed many

of the ills of students and scholars onto their frequent
association with the f'umes ot tallow candles.

He mentioned

diseases of runners·, tarmers, wrestlers, wet nurses, gypsum
workers and of those who used their voices extensively.

(15)

Paracelsus (1493-1541) known as one of the outstanding
chemists ot his time did considerable work on the influence
of the metals on the hua.n body.

He wrote a treatise on

the recognition and treatment of poisoning due to :meta.la
known at that time.

(ls)

other writers of' about thia same period were, J.gl".icola
(149'-1555), who referred to the dangers in the occupations
of' mining and refining, and Ulrich Ellenbog in 1473 des
cribed the signs and symptoms of mercury and lead poison
i�

i.e. headache. visual disturbances. paralysis and un

consciousness, and gave a few rules regarding prevention of
the condition.
Ramazzini (1633-1714), considered as the third Hippo
crates and the Father of' Industrial Medicine wrote the
•De Morbia .A.rtificu:m Diatriba"
of tradesmen.

a treatise on the diseases
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Published in Padua in 1700 it was tor one hundred years

regarded as the highest authority on occupational dis
eases.

He described about a hundred different occupations

and the special hazards of each, all this being based on
his own observations.

The book was written for practising

physicians that they might become aquainted with the sign•
and symptoms of various occupational diseases the treatment
of each and its prevention.

(15)

The craft guilds of the fourteenth and fifteenth centu�
roes played a considerable part. in the lives ot the skilled
worlmrs of that time.

These guilds were formed primarily

for the purpose of protection and regulation ot certain
trades; these were generally ultimately organized into mono
polies.

The guild controlled the admission of apprentices,

the hours of labor ., regulated wages and the selling price
of the product•

This demonstrates the complete control of

personnel and the finished product.

The physical and social

welfare of the individual members were considered to be of
great importance ., as a result the working cQD.ditions in the
production of finished goods began to impz,on,

This type of

control however, has long since vanished with the develop
ment of the machine age except in those countries where con
siderable work is still done by hand.

(59)

The factory system in England developed rapidly in the
later part or the eighteenth cen�µry.
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While workers were geaerally well paid their physical welfare
was neglected.
unguard•cl•

Long hours were the rule and machinery was

Lighting and wntilation was bad.

Under these

conditions the accident rate was high as well as the incidence ot disease.

Children were often required to work

twelve hours per day which resulted in the Health and Morals
act passed by Parliament in 1802, to regulate the labor ot
bound children in the cotton factories.

(59)

Edwin Chadwick, a barrister, interested in life insur
ance, studied the etteot ot enviormnent on the lenght of
lite was appointed, in 1832, to oOJlduot an investigation
ot the workings ot the Poor laws.

As a result of his

investigation a factory commission was set up in 1833 with
Chadwick as it's secretary and executive officer.

(59)

The United States was much slower in setting up ade
quate labor laws.

Germany in 1882 tollond by England in

1897, enacted laws governing occupational diseases.

It was

not until 1911 that any form of effective legislation was
attempted.

At that time New York and California made the

reporting of occupational diseases mandatory and New Jersey
made certain of them compensable.

(59)

In the war years ot 1917 and 1918 a relatively new
problem in industry arose as a result of' the large influx
of women into warI plants to replace men entering the
military service. ·Employers refused to provide adequate
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rest rooms and aani1;ary conditions .on the ba!sis tha.t a
pampered employee was useless.

{30)

Women were expected

to carry heavy loads ., often as much as 100-115 pounds ., re
sulting in many com.plaints of baoka.ohe and abdominal trouble.
(32)

In some instances however ., the employers themselves

adopted certain rules regulating the use of women.

In 1918

the Executives club of Detroit ., representing f'orty percent of'
the largest industries of that city adopted a rule limiting
the weight women should lif't to twenty f'ive pounds.

(59)

The Woman in Industry Service was created in the U.S.
Department of' Labor on July 8 ., 1918 and on June 5, 1920 .,
this servioe became ., by Aot of Congro11, the permanent
Womens Bureau authori■ed to promote the 'W9lfare and effi
ciency of women workers in peacetime.

The bureau investigates

and reports on the problems and conditions of employed women
in all types of work - industrial business and prote1sional.
It sets up policies and standards to guarantee women fair
play and safe working· conditions.

(53 )

Industrial medicine owes it's development to state
legislation and to the origin of several voluntary groups
who became interested in the we l.f'are of labor.

Among the

most important of the latter group are, The National Safety
Council, The American Association of' Industrial Physicians
and Surgeions, and the j;merican Industrial Hygiene Association.
The character and integrity of the men composing these groups
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ha:ve resulted in the high standards of industrial medicine
as we know it today.

(59)

Within the last few years other organizations have come
into the industrial picture. The .A.merican College of Surgeons,
in 1926, organized it's committee on Industrial Medicine and
Traumatic Surgery.

This committee sets up minimum standards for

medical services in industry, surveying medical departments
and accrediting those which conform to it's regulations. The
American Medical association, in 1937, established a Council
on Industrial Health which encourages post-graduate and under
grad"!_ate training in industrial health, the establishement
of state agencies, and the appointmnt of Industrial Committees
ill the local medical groups.
Highlights in the development ot industrial hygiene in.
.lmerioas
1837 - Committee appointed by Pennsylvania to invest
igate child labor
1876 - First federal statuate relating to labor was
passed.
1877 - Massachusetts gave inspectors the right to
enter factories.
1884 - Federal Bureau of Labor was created.
1895 - The first nurses were employed by an industrial
organisation.
1906 - National Committee on Child Labor and the
.lmerican Association ot Labor Legislation
were organized.
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1910 - The first clinic for occupational diseases
was established. first .lmerican Congress
on Industrial Disease was held, and the
U.S. Bureau of Mines was created.
1911 - The first A.merican laws tor compulsory report•
ing of occupational diseases were passed.
1912 - The use of white phosphorous matches was abol
ished by the establishment of a prohibitive
tax. the Childrens Bureau of the Department
ot Labor was createa, and the Congress auth
orized the appointment of a Commission on
Industrial Relations.
1913 - The National Safety Council was organized. The
Public Health Service and the Bureau of Mines
did the first study o:f the health o:f workers
in dusty trades.
1914 - In the Public Health Service the Office of
Industrial Hygiene and Sanitation was organ
ized as was the Section on Industrial Hygiene
of the .lmerican Public Health Association.
1915 - The first symposium on Industrial Hygiene and
Medicine was held at the mee-ting o:f the
.lmerioan Medical Assooia-tion.
1916 - The .lmerican Association o:f Industrial Physic
ians and Surgeons was organised.
1919 - The Journal of Industrial Hygiene was establ
ished and Wisconsin passed the first clear
ou-t; law making occupational diseases com
pensible.
1920 - National Safety Code for protection ot heads
and eyes of industrial workers was published.
1921 - The s,:te-ty Code tor Foundries was approved and
the reporting ot mo�bidity among industrial
workers was begun by the u.s.P.H.S.
1922 - The Commi-ttee on Benzol was established by
the National Safety Council.
1926 - The Committee on Industrial Medicine and
Traumatic Surgery was appointed by the .lmer•
ioan College o:f Surgeons .and this same year
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the College formulated and adopted the Mini
mum Standard for Medical Service in Industry.
1929 - Safe limits of dust concentration in granite
cutting plants were established.
1932 - The publication of the magazine In�ustrial
Medicine wa.s begun.
1934 - Adoption ot a Safety Code for Sanitation ot
Factories,; Federal Congerenoe on Labor Legis
lation; u.s. joined the International Labor
Office.
1937 - The .A..M.A. established a Council on Industrial
Health.
1939 - First Congress on Industrial Health was held
by the A,,.Jl.J.. 's Council on Industrial Health.
1940 - President Roosevelt created Office of Defense,
Health and Welfare Service, which appointed
a 6ommittee on Health and Medicine in Industry.
The Department of Labor appointed a National
Committee for the Conservation of lfanpower
in Defense Industries.
1942 - The .American Association of Industrial Nurses
was formed.
As a direct result of the energetic actions of the above
mentioned organisations, and others there has been a gradual
but steady imporvement in the amount and type ot medical care
available in our present industrial system.

The relation

ship between industrial medicine and industrial hygiene on
one hand and absenteeism, health, and recreation on the other,
Will be discussed further.
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PART TWO
WOMEN IN INDUSTRY
.A.s stated previously the womanhood of America re
presents our only large reservoir of labor.

It has been

variously estimated that women, at present or in the
near future will com.pose from 15,000,000 to 20,000,000
members of our national labor force.

This souroe of

labor has been divided into several categories based on
the national needs and the problelll8 created by the employ
ment of housewives and mothers needed on the home from..

(S-

5)
The Womi,n's Bureau of the

u.s.

Dept. of t..bor, (3)

has ma.de up a list of employment priorities for the avail
able types of women.

Those who have lost their jobs due to

curtailment of certain industries are given the top rating.
Next in order are the registrants at the public unemployment
service, these offices show records of unemployment amount
ing to more than a half million women who are seeking work.
Among these applicants are women in their forties, fifties
or older, who have had fine work experience or are capable
of being trained.

Many of them it' properly considered and

suitably placed can constitute an important part of our
womenpower
A third group - readily available - consists of young
girls coming out of high schools and colleges.
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The fourth group - forming a very large reservoir of
labor - com.prises women classified by the census as engaged
in their own housework. This group totals approxim&tely
26.000.000 between the ages 16-64.

Of these about 12.000.000

are nonfarm.wives and have no children under 16, they,
therefore represent the most obvious labor toroe of this
group.

In addition there are about 10,000,000 women with

children under 16 who represent a potential source of labor.
When it first became evident that large numbers of
women would be needed in war industries many people were
skeptical concerning the suitability of women.

Prejudice

and lack of confidence were the chief factors in the pre
valence of this attitude.

The first time women were used

in large numbers was in the first world war. when there
occurred an acute shortage of manpower. though to a less
degree than
hired

on.

in

the present conflict. At first women ere

the supposition that "female labor was better than

no labor at all". Now however, many employer's are enthus
iastic

in

the praise of their female employee's, as is

evidenced by the following quotation, "In one plant where a
women operating a sensitive drill was pointed out a recent
substitute for a man, the leadman explained that on her first
.day she exceeded her predecessors production, although he had
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been on tbe job for months, and that she has since maintained
a daily output doubling his record of 500 part's••

A woman

welder in another plant was reported as one or the most eff
icient in a group of men with whom she worked.

(33)

From the above discussion we may conclude that women ,,
it properly trained and placed, are equal to and in some
types of work, are superior to men.

It is with this in mind

that we take up the first of the problems concerning women
in industry.
SELECTION AND TRAINING OF WOMEN
Women as a group lack factory experience, they do not
realize what factory experience is like, as a result they
are bewildered by the procedure of a highly systematized
industry.

Not only is there a lack of indoctrination,

before they go on the job, but unfortunately the pressure of
work in -..rtime completely overshadows the glam.ourization
which leads many women into the warplants.

(41)

There are

however, certain qualifications which make them superior to
men in some instances.

They have the ability to do pains

taking, tedious and repetitive work, requiring great patience
and finger dexterity.

(27)

Numerous surveys have been made to determine the types
of work unsuitable for women,

Burnell (6) states that, out

of 1900 operations only 331 were found to be definitely unfit
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for women.

Often women themselves must be convinced that

they have the a.bility to do certain jobs of a mechanical
nature.

In regard to this the Women's Bureau of the Dept

ment of Labor (55) has issued a leaflet, in an attempt to
convince women that they do possess this ·ability, parts of
this leaflet are quoted below:

•rr

you have been doing things with your hands,

it you have a mechanical turn- of mind, you to can
do a war job.

If you've been a Girl Scout leader,

you can learn to be a factory councilor or adviser
to girla on the job.

If you've sewed on buttons

or made button holes, on a machine, you can learn
to do spot welding on airplane parts.

If you've

done fine embroidery, you can learn to do assembly
on time fuses, radio tubes or control instruments
for airplanes and submarine.a.

It you've used an

eleotric mixer in your kitchen, you can learn to
run a drill press•.
The jobs for which the female is especially adaptable
are the jobs that require little physical effort, pains
taking, ca.reful and accurate work.

(!7) By these stand-

ards, female labor is well qualified to operate drill presees
single and multiple spindles - bench.and watch maker's lathes,
light punch and forming presses, burring, polishing, lapping
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and buffing. They rapidly learn electrical work - wiring,
assembly of parts, winding of coils, soldering, ta.ping and so
on.

As inspectors women often excel men in their ability to

spot errors of assembly or workmanship.

{55)

In the selection of women, as in the selection of men•
conditions other than physical ca.pa.city must be considered.
The most important of these are age, marital status, education,
intelligence, general attitude, temperament and care.

{27)

All physicians recognize that increasing age is a
factor to be considered in the activity of any individual,
and is especially important in industrial medicine.

It

must be remembered that men, and women, over 35 years of
age and continuing up to senescence react increasingly to

'

the impact of degenerative diseases. {41)
The marital status of a potential female employee
is of debateable importance according to several writers
on the subject.

It is quite generally agreed however, that

married women with children should be considered last, in
the employment of women, because of their responsibilities
at home.

(41-12-3)

In some instances married women may

make better workers than those who are single because of the
economic necessity of holding their jobs or because they are
more a.pt to recognize the nee� for high production.

The

married woman probably has less tendency to day-dream and is
less interested in the la.test musical recording or the latest
dance step.
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Education and intelligence vary iu importance with the
complexity of the work to be done.

Some ability to under

stand the instruction of the leaders is of course essential.
General attitude is another important factor which
directly affect� the labor turnover and absenteeism.

Some

women will not be able to stand the noise, others will
resent getting their hands dirty, some will rese?t working
with men, and others constantly complaining about every thing.
Careful selection should eliminate most of these individuals
before they are employed.
A temperamental and careless employee is a trouble
maker and a hazard to her fellow workers•

Carelessness has

no place in an industrial plant as it not only slows down
production but lowers the morale and increases the cost
ot production.

{26)

LABOR LEGISLATION AFFECTING WOMEN
IAbor laws_ affecting the employment of women are noted,

in many states, by their absence.

In others the laws are

varied to such a degree that uniformity is practically non
existent.

Some states have passed legislation concerning this

problem but most apply to rules of safety.

Laws concerning

night work for women have been relaxed in the past year by the
11 states having laws prohibiting night work.

In most instances

the laws are relaxed to permit women over 21 years of age to work
nights in the production of war goods.

Seventeen of the 21
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states establishing a maximum work week of 48 hours permit a
longer work period for this same group.

.

Eighteen of the 20

states which require one day of rest in 7 for women workers
allow 7 days in war work.

In most cases these permits are

issued only for war production and for a specified period
of time.

(26)

Among the 48 states forbidden occupations are few in
number excepting Pennsylvania and Ohio each of which has a
long list of prohibited occupations.

These include tending

coke ovens, working in smelters, working as bellhops, working with certain kinds of mo~ing abrasives, work in the manufacture of nitro and amino compounds and the handling of any
dry substance containing more than

2% lead, oiling moving

machinery and working between moving machines.

The lifting

or carrying of heavy weights is prohibited in 8 states.
all 26 states have no laws prohibiting

In

specific occupations.

(5) (See table I)
Federal legislation imposes few specific restrictions
on the use of women in industry.

The principle control

of female labor is contained in the Fair Labor Standards Act
and the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act.

The latter provid-

ing that no girl under 18 years of age shall be employed in the
production of war goods, and the former providing that no girl
under 18 years of age may be employed on types of machines or
in industries determined to be hazardous by the Childrens Bureau.

(49)
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Table

fl

St&te

Oooupation.e Prohibited in States (5$)

tI

Prohibited ocoupaticm

I

-------------------.--�-�-----------------------------------�-Al&baw.--------Arizona------ArkaD.aas-------Calitorni&-----Colorado----Conneotiout---Illilloia------

I

'work in
work in
work in
liti;ing
work in

**

-----Indian&-----

Louisiana- -Kary-1&114---- -Jlaaaaohuasetts--Jl1oh1gu-----JlimMtaota-------J11aeouri-------New Jerse7-New York-------

Ohio--------- f

a

OJcl&hcma--------Oregon--- --Pennayl'ftnia-----

•

'Utah---------

Vermoni;------ -Tirginia------Wuhington------ll'boonain-------1

Wycmng-------- ,I

mines
qu&rri••
mines
and oarrying ot 1-aTy 'Wigh'ta
ooo ovens

work in DliM•
work in mime
cleaning of IWTing -.ohinery
work in mims
oore maJc1ng **
f'Ound!7 work. uae of lead. benzene• oarban
disulfide• mrcury• &re wlding and dz,
grinding ia Ngulawd
oili Dg of' 1llOT1ng 11&chimry - oON JMldng
cleaning or oiling morlng moving maohimey ••
handling lead
dry ginding, work in qparries • con making **
orouing watchman• shoe shinpg. expreaa
driwr• blast furnaces• molder, qua.rry 'll'Ol"k•
height handler, jitney driwr. baggage ele
vator operator• bowling alleye, pool rooms ,
bell hop, deliwry service. ••lters, truck•
hag,aeotion hand•, meter readers• core maJdng
work 1n quarries
messenger service
'truold.ng. section hands, hand fired furnaces•
nitrators• W9lding**• lead corroding. train.
messengers, crane operators, anuf'acturing
nitro and amido oOJ11pOUDd1. core makers and
meter readers
work in smelters
**
work 1n mi.ma
be 11 hop **
work in quarries
work 1n mines

�-�-------------�--�--�-------------------------·-----------I
I

* except bench and achine welding, and wlding in •king radio
tubes prorl.ded approwd protectiw clothing is attorded.
** apeoial unemployment prior to and after pregnancy.
Note a core JM.k:1ng where noted only regulated
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Recently the secretary ot the Department or Labor (46), be
cause ot the manpower shortage during wartime, has reduced
the age limit to 16 under the tollOWing provisions:
1. no girl under 16 shall be employed
2. no girl under 18 shall be employed
tor more than 8 hours in any one day
or between the hours of 10 p.m. and
6 a.m. or in any way contrary to the
state laws governing the hours of work.
3. no girl under 18 years of age shall
be employed in any operation or oocu
pation which, under the Fair Labor
Standards .let or under any state law
or administrative ruling, is determined
to be hazardous in nature or dangerous
to health.
4. a contractor shall obtain and keep on
file a certificate of age showing that
every girl employed by him is at least
16 years of age.
5. a specific and definite luncheon period
of at least 30 minutes shall be regular
ly granted any women worker under 18.
6. no girl under 18 shall be employed at
less than the minimum. hourly rate set by
or under the Fair Labor Standards Act or
the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act for
the industry in which the exemption ia
granted.
Full particulars concerning labor legislation for women
in other countries are not readily available. Germany haa
adopted compulsory labor service for the women of their
country. In addition honver, there are certain regulations
concerning the granting of exemptions

in

some oases.

The moat interesting of these is the law which provides tor the
welfare of the expectant and nursing mothers. This law provides
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that an expectant W>ther may not be employed in strenuous,
ha.rmt'ul or dangerous work, they are not to be employed tor
6 weeks prior to childbirth or tor 6 weeks af'ter.
be extended 1io

8

This may

weeks if the child is nursed and to

weeks if the child is premature.

8

Expectant or nursing mothers
I

may not be employed at night, overtime, or on Sundays or
holidays.

The woman can demand a leave ot... absence at any

time on presentation ot a certificate from her physician
that her health is endangered.

(7)

S.lFETY FACTORS WITH FEMALE EMPLOYJIENT
The safe employment of women in industry or necessity
depends upon several factors and the most important or these
is proper placement and training.

It is quite generally

agreed that women in industry have a higher accident rate than
men.

This is not because they are more careless but because

they are inexperienced, in fact they are believed to be more
careful than men, for the reason that they fear disfigurement�
.Another cause of accidents among female employees is that -to
many factory superintendants, in their desire tor greater
production, still tend to more or less disregard a rigid set
of rules for safety.

(26)

The most common cause ot injury to women is power mach
inery, which accounts tor 50% of all accidents.
one half are caused by the punch press.

(49)

Of this 50%
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Falla are the second moat frequent cause of accidents.
it has been estimated that one fifth to one third ot all
(26)

in.juries to women were due to falls.

Thia may be related

to footwear and suggests that special care should be taken in
the selection of proper shoes.

(5)

In both England and the U

.s.

there has been a rapid in

crease in the number of accidents to both men and women.

(57)

Data tor 1940 showed an increase over 1939 which is not
accounted for the increase in numbers of persons emplo,ed, but

appears to reflect the employment ot inexperienced workers
under difficult conditions.

(26)

sources show this trenq upward.

Recent figures from various
In Illinois the accidents to

women operating power machines ahow an increase of 65% from
1940 to 1941. ·Wisconsin in.jury reports from January to
December 1942 show an increase ot

90%.

In this instance acci

dents increase is greater than the percentage increase in em
ployment.

Michigan reports of injuries disabling at least 8

days showed an 82% increase from July to December 1942 as com.
pared to January to June 1942.

Sim.ilarily British figures show

an increase of 90% in women's accident rates in 1941 over 1940.

(57)
As ,et there are insufficient
up complete safety programs.

data as a basis tor setting

This lack is the result of;

inadequate planning, failure of most states to separate injury
data tor men and women, and the failure of the proper agencies
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to figuh frequency rates on a basis of female employment

and woman hours worked.

(57)

There are certain problems which may be overcome to a
certain degree, dependent upon the interest and enthusiasm
exerted in carrying out well planned safe" measures.

Among

these problem we may list the followings
1. Training.
2. Machine guards and ajustments.
3. Work clothes - uniforms, caps, shoes, jewelry.
4. Physical limitations - lifting.
5. Fatigue
6. Emotional stability.
7. State regulation•.
Training and education are important factors which are
especially adaptable to women.

They are more interested in

safety programs and promotion of regulations than men.

The

reasons for this are not quite clear but as mentioned previously may be in part due to their fear ot diafiguremen'f..

One

company recognizing this reports that it has agreed to employ
a plastic surgeon tor any woman operator needing his aervices.

(5)
In general thetraining of female employees must be very
fundamental because of their inexperienoe with machines.

Mach

inery and tools must be shown to the• , they must be impressed
with the right and wrong ways ot operation.

Upon the completioa
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of their preliminary training, there should be a period of on
the-job training under the watohf'ul eye ot one who is an expert
on that particular :machine.

All inatruetors must tirst know

their job, they must be willing, they must be patient and they
must be available at all times during the training period.

(26)

Machine guarding as it applies to women ia essentially
the same as tor men.

Since women's hands are smaller it may

be necessary to move guards closer to the machine.

In other

cases certain adjust•nta to a maohine JD&7 make i't's operation
easier and leas tiring thus deoreasing the cha.noes

or

dent and in some instances increasing production.

(26)

an acci•

The standards for guarding and testing of guards may be
obtained from the various state labor departments, from the
divisions

or

industrial hygiene, and the

u.s.

Dept. of Labor.

Studard materials and dimensions for belts and belt guards have
a,�n:•ppr°'"d by the American Standards Association.

Other

safety measur$s and standards are drawn up and approved by the
National Safety Council.

(49)

In some oases the guard may be applied to the ,rorbr
rather than the maohine.

In a survey or 166 steel mills over

a recent 2 year period, as a recent publication, a well kncnm
optical company estimated that 2,397 eyes were sa�d, an esti- ·
mated saving or $4,000,000 besides prewrrting untold miser7.(49)
Ole of the most difficult procedures to force upon the
female employee is the one relating to proper dreu in the
anutaoturing plant.

Bver since En made use of the tig leaf,

•

I
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women have tried to accomplish the same result, each in her
own original way.
women into

J.n:y attempt by the mere male to force

a standardized method is doomed to failure at the

outset unless he is
own benefit and then

able to convince them that it is for their
allow variations within certain limits.

It appears, to the writer that certain Washington bureaus may
become painfully aware of this fact if the above mentioned
variations a.re not allowed.

A ·recent article (162) stated

that

"Wom1m's Work Clothes to be Standardized by O.P.J.. with the
blessing of the W.P.B."

-

(26)

One author

admits that the

primary reason for regulating dress is to reduce accidents
but hastens to add that it may also decrease the awareness of
women on the part of the male employees and therefore save
a great deal of time which may be spent in staring.
The Women I s Bureau of the U .s. Dept. of Labor (57) has
taken a more liberal attitude concerning the
to be worn in industrial occupations.

type

�f olothing

The type of clothing

to be provided depends upon the nature of the work to be
perforimd.

There however, certain basic requirements are necess

ary and are recommended by this agency.

These recommenda-

tions are,
1.

I

The women should be consulted as to the type
and design which they most like, and as to
whether or not the proposed design is comfort
able and practical.
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2.

The clothing should not be loose titting enough
to be caught in moving machinery.

3.

The material should be attractive, durable, not
readily i�flalllllable and should launder easily.

4.

The material should not collect dust and dirt
easily.

5.

Consideration should be given to the temperature
ot the workroom..

The problem of long hair is of serious concern around
moving machinery.

Severe accidents having occured nth it's

being caught in a moving part.

For protection the Women's

Bureau recommeds caps that cover all hair and ,revent it's
falling into belts wheels etc.
Shoes are also given cosideration, the most desireable
being low-heeled and having a satety toe where weights ot
more than one pound are carried.
The one item ot female adornment prohibited in most fact
ories is jewelry.

The danger of necklaces, large rings, wrist

watches and bracelets is obvious to even the most casual observer.
The physical limitations of women are of the most imp
ortance in consideration of a well planned program of safety
rules as well as placement for the female employee.

Women

pound for pound may have as much stamina as m9n but in gen
eral they are far inferior- to men in physical strength. On
the average women are 5 inches shorter, they have a shorter
arm length hands and finger� are smaller.

It is obvious then,

that they cannot always replace men on a job Without certain
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ajustments ot the machine. Adjustable stools with back
rests should be provided as standing is more harmful to
women than to men.

(57)

The Women's Bureau, has reported that a'Russian in
vestigation which revealed that menstrual troubles were pre
valent among 69.5% to 78% ot the women who did lifting and
carrying, as against 26.5% to 39.2% among those in occup
ations not requiring weight lifting. ' This data was secured
from a study ot 1450 employed in the peat, ooal and :metal
lurgical industries with women in textile work and tram
conductors as controls. Women in the young age group (19-25)
revealed the highest incidenoe.
At the present tiJD9 there is no general agreement as to
the amount of weight a woman should be allowed to carry.

One

author (16) states that the maximum wight should not exceed
35 pounds, another (26) that 20 pounds should be the limit.
Six states ha� established legislation on weight lifing by
women and various large companies have made attempts to control
this factor, and have set maximum weights varying from 15 to 30
pounds.

(5)

Obviously these figures are arbitrarily set up they
reveal no attempt at planning and show that no oare has been
ta.ken in their preparation. To even the most casual observer
it 11111st be evident that, the limit within whioh weights may be
safely lifted is an individual matter and no set rule can poss-
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ibly apply to all women.

The nature of the work is the

first consideration, even one pound if lifted tr•quently
enough will cause f'atigue.

The distance ot the load to

be oarried, the ratio 0£ the load to the body •ight, periods
ot sustained lifting and the height to whioh the object is
lifted are all important considerations where women are re
quired to do this type ot work.
The Women's Bureau

(50) has recommended that t&e load

be limited to 35% of the body weight; however, this load
appears to be excessive for a 90-100 pound girl. The best
\
procedure (26) appears to be a plan similar to the f'ollcnringa
1.

Limit •ight as much as possible

2.

Prevent lif'ting wherever practical•

3.

Make the plant physician responsible for
assigning any woman to a lif'ting job
in the excess of 20 pounds.

4.

Analysis. of' lifting jobs to reduce dis
tance, height and time•

5.

Train those who must do this type of
work, to lif't with the least strain on
the back and abdominal muscles.

6.

Teach workers the safe and best way -t;o
carry weights.

Fatigue although a nonmeasureable condition, is never
the-less an important accident producing factor among women.
Since it is generally accepted that women are more susoept-
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ible to fatigue than men, it presents an additional problem
in the use of female workers. The control ot fatigue i1
essential in that tired employees have slower reaction times
and it is claimed that the greatest majority of' accident•
are the result ot hUlDall taotors rather than machine factors.
In England it was found that the accident rate for women
increased 28'7 percent when the work week was increased f'rom
54½ to 75 hours, for men this increase was only 120 percent. (28�

Workers in poorly lighted factories are in effect partly
blindfolded.

It has been estimated (26) that 5 percent of

accidents are due to poor illumination, and it is a contri
buting cause in another 20 percent. Not only are accidents
inoreaetd but produ.tion is noticeable decreased with faulty
illumination. A detailed study (49) of output and errors
in typesetting under different grades of illumination tound
maximum fatigue when minimum light was provided. The quality
of the work suffered, as judged by number of' errors, until the
illumination reached 24.5 toot-candles.
Lighting is measu_z:ed in foot-candles, one unit represent
ing one standard candle at a distance of one toot. It is easily
determined by a small instrument, photometer, which can be
carried about the factory.

One Chicago plant demonstrated that

lighting pays for itself' by installing the proper system at a
cost of 2 percent of the payroll whioh increased production
10 percent.

(49)
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It has been atated (6) that women find it more difficult
to adjust emotionally to their new environment than they do
physically. The same temperaments and wide n.riations are to
be found in both men and women but the latter are generally
more ertreml!I in their reaotions.
There are many conditions which may evob an emotional
out-burst in the female. not the least of these is severe
oritioism, it is therefore essential that the leader or other
immediate superior be patient. and tactful in his control ot
women employeea, There may be, among some women, a constant
fear of rapidly moving machinery, or loud noisy shops.

In

other instances, dirty hands and clothes may irritate them
considerably. !coidents and the sight of blood may. in some,
cause an ertreme emotional displa.y.
The treatment or this problem is one of planning i.e.
the employment of properly trained; female advisers, and the
elimination of the ertreme oases in the pre-employment exam
ination in-so-far as possible.

Bright, clean and colorful

surroundings are also aids in promoting emotional stability
of the temale employee and should be carried out wherever
�d whenever practical.

HEALTH OF WOMEN IN INDUSTRY
.I. healthy and hap� employee is a good employee, this
is equally applicable to both men and women. This factor in
female employment, as do all preTiously discussed factors,
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presents certain problems not encountered ia the employment
ot males or perhaps it should be stated, not to the same
degr•••
The relation

or

lightillg, fatigue, emotions and physical

limitations, to health have been discussed.

It may be added

here, that certain pathologic conditions may occur or be
aggravated by over-exertion.

For example a prolapse, or

rel�tion may become more pronounced as a result of litt•
ing.

Severe eyestrain, due to faulty illumination, may

give rise to frequent headaches with a loss in efficiency
and a lower rate of production..
One author (17) states that in England the general
health of women has not only been maintained but has im
proved in. 1pite or apecia.l strains.

That an occupied mind

a.nd body may oN;en relieve certain com.plaints 1a claimed
by not a few a.uthorities.

The mode of lite of the majority

of .American women married to men of average or better than
average incomes is more deleterious to their functional
and physical well-being than any except the degrees of
extreme privation a.nd drudgery.

In the first place they

have so little to do that they are more or less continuously
bored; boredom leads to restlessness, restlessness to msntal
and nervous .hypertension which manifests itself in func
tional neuroses, irritability, _introspectioa and the expendi
ture of any physical or mental task. .lll of this leads to
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nervous fatigue and neurasthenia.

(20)

One of the primary duties of the industrial physician
in the employment of women ia to be thorough in the pre
employment physical en.mination.

That such an examination

ii necessary, is generally accepted.

One author (31) how

ever, was of the opinion that the examination should be
limited to the head, neck and chest because of the rarity of
serious conditions below the waist line.

He states that the

condition most o�en looked for is herniation and that partiou•
lar condition is rare in the female.

In one series of 2000

girls only 3 femoral and one inguinal hernia were found.
In another series of 500 examinations only one hernia was
f'ound.

He does not state however, the a.ges ot the exa.m.in.ees

nor does he ny whether they were married or single or whether
they had borne children.

To the writer these seem to be

pertinent facts it the above figures are t�ue.
One of the greatest dif'tioulties to overcomct is the one
of eon.Tinoing the potential employee that a complete physical
examination is essential.

(29)

Many of them have never had

a complete examination, including a pelvic, and are more or
less apprehensive, especially in the presence of a male
sician.

phy

It has been suggested (12) that a female physician

should be engaged for this particular work and would because
of her sex, tend to allay the fear of an examination.
The intelligent placing of workers is dependent to a large
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extent upon. their physical condition.

One type of disability

may preclude employment on one job but have no effect on
another e .g. flat feet or varicoaitiea may cause frequent
oOlllplainta on a job where the worker must stand_ for long
periods but cause no symptoms where the worker may be seated
most of the time.

It is not logical therefore, in these·

times of acute labor shortage, refuse employment on the basis
of' minor disability.

(28)

After the pre-employment examination it is recommended
(40) that periodic check up of each. employee be considered and
that accurate records be kept. These records are valuable
in estimating the general health at any time. Since the
principle purpose of industrial medicine and hygiene i1
essentially a selfish one, increased production, the cost and
care of the employee is amply repaid in increased effio•
iency.
Other factors in the health of female employees are
nutrition, working hours and housing. Each playing a more or
less important role with each individual depending upon her
physical as well as mental stability.
The science of nutrition., especially in factory cafeter
ias, has been more or less neglected. A recent report (2) of
warplants revealed that 412 found to be with out any eating
facilities 'Whatever. More than 160,000 workers were employed
in these plan.ts. This report summarises the difficulties
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beginning with this statement:

"The !'aot, however, that a

cafeteria exists in a plant - even a good one - does not
apparently ensure an adequate lun.oh.tt

Several reasons are

listed though many more could undoubtedly be

found:

1. It i1 often iapossible to provide an adequate lunch
for the 30 cents the workers are willing to spend.
They wi.11 not spend more •
2. Plants do not always provide enough time for a good
lunch even where they have a cafeteria.
3. Where workers are permit.ted a choice, they buy more
soft drinka than nutritious food.

They need

education in selection of roods.
4. Som plants are so large, most workers cannot get
to the cafeteria in time alloted, so food is de
liTered to their work tables.
5. The delivery of proper diet to work benches would
require rolling steam tables through the plant.
Such steam tables are now being designed; and are
not yet in operation.
6. The layout or many plants prevents rolling any food
table from place to place.
7. Food tables now circulating through plants have, in
general, sandwuches, milk, coffee, dessert and soft
drinks.

Workers choose the sandwiches and soft

drinks; and wry little milk.
tr om 15 minutes to an hour.

Lunch periods vary
According to the Women's
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Bureau (56} any lunoh period is too short if' it
does not give the worker time to leave the work
room, wash and eat a well balanced lunch and
have a few minutes leisure.
The 30 minute period would be adequate if' f'aoilities
were coavoniently located.

A longer time may be needed if'

lunch rooms are at a distanoe or workers are exposed to
harmful substances which might contaminate their food unless
washing is very thorough.
Employees at the Glenn L. Martin-Nebraska. Co. (37}
say. "it is not unusual to spend 15 minutes of the 30
minute lunch period getting to the cafeteria and waiting
in line to be served, and that many women have only a sod.a
or a cup of' coffee and a cigarette for lunch.•

J.nother

complaint is the quality of food served to the third shif't
workers, they complain that the greatest nriety and the bes'\;
f'ood is served to the first and second shifts with lert-overs
for the third shift.
It appears to the writer that special consideration should
be given to the diet of those who work on the night shifts.
These people must sleep during the day which deprives them of'
the benefits of sunshine and may i� turn create deficiencies
of certain vitamins.

Some companies (39) have supplied

their employees with supplementary vit&mins.

In the Eastman

Kodak Company vitamin therapy ia advocated for all employees
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who are subject to upper respiratory infections, under
and overnight, and those working overtime under undue
physical and nervous strain.

It has been interesting to

note that they report tar less fatigue, more • pe p• and in•
creased energy as well as better ap petite af'ter taking the
vitamins.

It may be a shot-gun type ot supplementation, but

until we know how to test easily and accurately tor different
vitamin deficiencies, and in view of present urgent needs for
better health, it see.ms safe and wise to give as supplements at
least the average daily requirements as recommended by the
Committee on Nutrition of the National Research Council.

(38)

Since employers and other interested agencies (36)
are beginning to reoognize the importance of adequate nutrition
it would necessarily follow that a well qualified dietician
should be employed to supervise the buying, preparation and
dispensing of' food. A person properly trained ill this field
would keep the cost to a minimum and the quality at a maximum.
The cafeteria should be operated by the company on a non-profit
basis, if' operated,by other than the company the motive of profit
would be of' more importance than the health of the worker.
This would also result in greater cost per serving to the indivi
dual.
Working hours are directly associated with fatigue which,
as mentioned previously, is directly associated with lowered
production rate, reduction in quality, and increased absentee-
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ism.

In a joint statement signed by the representatives ot 8

government agencies (34) it was recommended that for both
men and women the 8-hour day and the 48-hour week approximate
the best working schedule for sustained efficiency in most
industrial occupations. _One day of rest tor the individual,
approximately every 7th, was stated as a universal rule.
Industrial physicians are often called upon to determine
whether a women is fit for night work, the shift schedules
best adaptable to their needs, and the frequency of shift

rota ti on. The Women's Bureau of the U .s. Dept. of La.bor (35)

emphasizes the necessity of a three shift schedule in all war
plants, but adds that women should be employed on the night shirt
only as an emergency measure to prevent overtime on the day
shifts. The Bureau also recommends that shifts not be rotated
mon often than once every 2 or 3 months in plants working on
a 24 hour schedule. Women workers, speaking from their own
experience. object to trequent change of shifts because it up
sets their eating and sleeping schedules. Women with families
find it hard to arrange for the care of their home and children.
On the other hand there is the objection to permanent.night
schedules because the workers seldom get sufficient sleep dur
ing the day and health and efficiency are seriously undermined.
A British munitions plant (19) found that proness to
accident was 2 and one half times as frequent in a 12-hour day
as in a 10-hour day. J.nother British committee {62) revealed
that a 33� increase in fatal accidents was due to long working
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hours, a 10-hour day and a 56-hour -week being common praotice
in many English factories.

The Women's Bureau (58) offers

several suggestions for reducing the dangers to the health of'
women who must work nights•
1.

Making sure that the individual is able to work the
night shift.

No employee should work on the night

shift it there is history or

anemia, respiratory

disease, digestive disease, or nervous disorder.
2.

Providing time and facilities for a hat and nutri
tious meal.

3.

Preserving the week-end rest.

4.

Assuring etfeotiTe health supervision for night
workers.

s.

Providing good lighting which lessens fatigue and
the likelihood of accidents.

6.

Giving attention to the workers' transportation
problems.

7.

Providing well trained supervisors for night workers•

8.

Paying a differential rate for work at night, thus
providing some compensation for the additional
strain of night work.

9.

Providing we 11 ventilated workrooms.

To the workers themselves the bureau advises:
1.

Spending 7 or 8 oontinous hours in bed.

2.

Eating a hat meal at lunch time on the night shift.

3.

Exercising daily in the open

4.

Reporting health .disturbance• to imdical departimnt.

air.
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ABSENTEEISM .AND ILLNESS
The problem of absenteeism and illness among female
employees is, as admitted by most authorities, of greater
concern than among males. The £actors involved often in
volve the social worker as much as the physician and

in

some instances the problems are entirely sociological in
nature. Since the social worker and the physician tend to
supplement the work of each other it wuold seem tbat an
attempt should be make to insure closer oooperation and
a degree ot

harmony.

Since it is impossible to separate

these two factors some sociological material must be of
necessity included in this discussion.
As stated abo"Ve the absenteeism and illness rates are
greater among women than among men. Numerous surveys and
analyses of the records ot various plants, indicate that this
statement is generally true and is not limited to any part
icular plant or locality. That absenteeism is a serious
matter during wartime can be seen when estimates of the total

man-days lost per year, are examined. The U .s. Public Health
Service (45} has estimated that 500,000,000 man-days per year
are lost at a cost of ten billion dollars.
Among a sample of member companies of the Industrial
Hygiene Foundation, Gata.fer (14} found that the rate of absentee
ism among females was 104.6 per 1000 while the rate among males
was 83.l per 1,000. These figures were based on sioknesa and
non-industrial inJuries lasting eight days or longer and
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did not include diseases due to 9ocupation or veneral diseases.
In another company, Gafafer (13), found that for all disa
bilities, the rate was double that of men.

(see table

#2)

The causes of the high absenteeism rate
among women are
\.
quite well known and will be discussed presently. The general
causes however, may be classified into three groups; (1) just•
ifiable incapacity due to injury or illness.

(2) Unjuatitiable,

wilful and deliberate as a result ot, atrenoua weekends,
high eamung power, and restrictions on spending, ease ot
getting a new job, desire for recreation and lack of interest.
(3) Mixed group, no complete incapacity certain extenuating
circumstance• such as; fatigue, long hours, night shifts, poor
transportation, inclement weather, inadequate housing, press•
ing domestic and business affairs, all these coupled with
indifferent morale often create absenteeism in both men and
(44) Another author (61) maintains that there are only

women.

two types of absenteeism, these being; (1) Involuntary or
absence due to an honest incapacitation by illness or injury. (2)
Voluntary-the absence caused by the worker who ia not willing
to face his part in the job and takes time oft tor the slightest
excuse.
In com.paring the rate of absenteeism, due to specific causes,
among women with the rate among men we find that the rate tor
women exceeds that for men in all categories (see table 2)
except industrial injuries.

(13) We may assume that thia
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difference is due �o greater hazards in working conditions as
it ia well known that men a.re placed in these jobs in prefer
ence to women when the former are available. In a survey (40)
of 104 units in forty six cities and thirteen states, it was
found that the incidence of tuberculosis was two times as high
in women as in men, and the incidence of pneumonia was half' again
as high. Diseases of the nervous system such as; neurasthenia,
nervous pro1tration, and breakdown were found to be six and
one-half' times as great in women. The last condition alone
acco\Ulted for three percent of the total sickness absences.
A report from England (27), states that the incidence of psy
chonurotio disorders is 7.5% for males and 13% for females and
that the employment of large numbers of wOID9n has resulted in
a marked increase in the mortality rate ot tuberculosis.
That married women sho,r a higher rate of absenteeism than
single women, has been mentioned by many auth?rs �

Court (8)

states that a survey in Scotland in 1937 revealed that, the

rate for single women was only slightly above the rate for
men while the rate for married women was nearly twice as high.
A recent 1urvey in New York State (60) showed that women
working a six day week took of e-very 9th or 10th day compared
to every 15th day taken off by women working a shorter week.
5

% of

In one plant (25) 30% of the absenteeism was caused by
the workers and 5� by less than 15% of' workers.
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OCCUPATIONJ.L ILLNESS FACTORS
The true extent to 'Which men and women differ in sua ...
ceptibility to occupational illness is not clear. Women are
more susceptible to certain toxic chemicals than men, according
to the Women's Bureau (57), these include lead, benzol, mercury,
radium, carbon monoxide, T.N.T. and such dermatitis producers
as tetryl, fuliminate of mercury, cutting oils and com.pounds•
Kronenberg (26) however, is of the belief that the above state•
ment is not borne out by suf'f'ioient clinical data.
Carbon tetrachloride, frequently used as a solvent and
cleaning solution in many factories, is regarded by some .{18)
to be more dangerous to women than to men and especially to those
who smoe. It has also been stated (27) that, it is particularly
dangeroua to women during the prenatal -and post natal periods.
Occupational dermatitis will in all probability become
the principle occupational disease of' women in war faotories due
to the lack of time to train and educate them in the safe handling
of these substances. (17). Women have always taken good care of
their skin and have seldom exposed their hands to the irritants
found in industry. As a result their skin is sensitive and
easily attacked by injurious and severe substances. (57)
Solvents used in the remonl of grease have a defatting
action on the skin as well. The outer layers or skin become dry,
cracked and become easily infected resulting in time loss and
therefore economic loss to both employer and employee.
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With the increased use of women on machine toola oil
dermititia has become a particular problem.

The use ot .Ula

containing chlorine compounds has caused a particularly serious
chloracne that may permanently distigur. and have serious
systemic affects as well. (57)
The exten-sive use ot exray equipment to detect flaws in
various products ia a partioulary serious hazard unless the
operator is adequately protected from the effects of radiation •
. Concerning the question•of occupational disease the
Women's Bureau (57) states that the tollowing factors are res
ponsible for lowering resistance:
1.

increased houra

2.

short lunch. periods

3.

pressure for production.

4.

awercrowding

'

.

5. makeshift washing facilities
6.

to little time tor washing

7.

other fatigue factors as; incorrect seating etc •

. For the prevention of occupational disease the Women's
Bureau (67) suggests that, Medical and engineering methods ot
control should be tully used.

Such methods may include periodic

physical examination; exhaustion of dust and fumes from the air,
periodic tests of air to keep concentrations below safe limits,
provision of adequate personal protective equipment and provision
ot suitable washing and bathing facilities.
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NON-OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS FACTORS
This discussion or non-occupational illness factors,
of women in industry, will be limited to those conditions
peculiar to the female, •ince the diseasea common to both
male and female, {upper respiratory, digestive, and so forth)
are similar in nature and carry the same prognastic significance.
It suffices to say that as tar as diseases, eonnnon to both, are
concerned the female has approximately two times the absentee
ism rate of the male (see table

2).

The employment or women in an industry, not previously
employing the, places on the medical department new problems
which, because of their different physiologic basis, demand
an entirely new Tiewpoint concerning diagnosis and treatment.
These problems are principally those concerning the pelvic
organs and the disturbances, both psychic and 1y1temic, which
accompany them.

It has been stated (40) that, 56 absences per

1000 are due to p elvic disorders alone and about 73.8 per 1000
are due to pregnancy •

.Another survey (43) covering 70 factories

hiring 250,000 women revealed a rate of
1000 per month.

3-6 pregnancies per

A recent British survey (1) revealed that few
.

women, about 11%, returned to work after giving 1'irth to a child.
One plant

(6)

employing 5000 women reduced lost time over 5o;t

by simple treatment and rest for dysmenorrhea.
Women who are normal usually during and following the
strains or puberty, menstruation, pregnancy and menopause
usually do not present problems in industry due to these
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peculiarities

of'

their aex.

Those who are abnormal require

medical advice and assistance, but a aympat.hetic nurse or aup
ervisor can be invaluable in some cases. (15)

It ia doubt•

f'ul it the health, ot those who menstruate normally, ii en
dangered while carrying on their ordinary work it the working
dondi tiona are sai'e at other times.

On the contrary it has

been stated (41) that these functions may be aided by moderate
work, which distracts the mind from more minor aches and pains.
Dyami,norrhea is blamed by one author (31) for causing
18% of' the absenteeism among women and another (6), as stated
above has said that a simple treatment and rest has resulted
One

in a 5()1/4 reduction of lost time due to this condition.
industry (6) provides a room

in

its hospital where rest,

local, heat and simple :medication are given at the first
sign of symptoms.

They are also given advice on intra.menstrual

postural exercises and other fundamentals of hygiene.

Another

(31) suggests cocainization of the small tubercles or "health
centers" in the nose.

In a series of several hundred girls it

wa.s said to have produced favorable results, especially in
those whith neurastheni• tendencies.
Fairo

(11)

suggests the use ot a new drug, Nethamine

(1-B-ethylephedrine hydra.chloride) in tablet or capsul f'orm
as follows 1

!/3

Nethamine hydrochloride gr.
Acetophenetidin
gr. u½
Aspirin
gr. 2

This drug (nethacetin) was used on an industrial group £or a
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period ot several months.

The group included 113 girls who

were under twenty one and unmarried who were pre"f'iously dia
gnosed as having primary d.71menorrhea.

One tablet was given

with hot water and patient was asked to lie down, the dose
was repeated every hour until the pain ceased.

Forty five

required one tablet, torty one required two tablets, tour
required three tablets and five required tour tablets.

The

last two groups however did not report for treatment until
the condition was well advanced.

Of those reporting, 85.3%

reported results as follows,

18 relieved 1fi thin

i- hour

7 relieved within 3/4 hour
11 relieved within l½ hour
5 relieved within 3-5 hour
The problem of pregnancy is of variable importance,
depending upon the number of married women employed.

Suoh

problems as are encountered are comparatively new to the induat·rial physician since married women have only recently been
added to the labor foroe in large numbers.

Formerly pregnant

women were discharged as soon as the i'aot became known to the
management, some however granted a leave of absence to the indivi
dual.

The reason for discharge in most instances was the fear

of risk in having pregnant women in the plant.

{43)

With the acute need for labor in a.11 countries each has
given considerable thought to the problem of the pregnant
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worker.

Germany (7) was among the first to establish definite

laws applying to these individuals, limiting working hours
and types of work, these rules also provided for leave ot
absence and tor pay during this period.

The expectant mother

is not to be employed. in strenuous, harmful or dangeroua work
or for six weeks, before childbirth or for six weeka thereafter,
thil period may be extended to eight weks if the child is nursed
and twelve weeks if the child is premature.

Women receive full

pay during maternity leave and in addition, women insured under
the social insurance law, who are nursing their babies re-·
oeive a daily allowance of one half Reichsmark (about 20,),
tor 26 weeks.

The Reich minister of labor has also decreed

that, where feasible, expectant mothers should be transferred
to jobs nearer their homes to prevent danger to their health as
a result of long rides.
There have been some attempts to solve these problems in
the

u.s.,

Massachusetts (4) permits a pregnant mother to work

until two weeks of term and to resume work one month after de
livery.

Tho Women's Bureau (48) in conjunction with a con

sulting staff has prepared a set of standards, concerning
maternity care of women in industry, which may serve as a
guide to the industrial physician.

The recommendations

are as follows
1.

Facilities for adequate prenatal medical care should
be readily available for all employed pregnant women.
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2.

Pregnant women should not be employed on a
shirt including the hours between 12 :midnight and
6 A.M. They should not be employed more than 8
hours a day nor more than 48 hours per week.

3. Every woman, especially pregnant women. should
have at least two 10-minute rest periods during
her work shirt tor which adequate facilities tar
resting and an opport•.mity tor securing nourish
ing rood should be provided
4.

Pregnant women should not be employed in the
�Qllowing types of work:
a. occupations that involve heavy lifting
or other heavy work.

b. occupations involving conti�uous stand
ing and moving about.
5.

Pregnant women should not be employed in the foll
owing types or work during any period of pregnancy,
but should be transferred to less hazardous work.
a. occupations that require a good sense
of bodily balance.

b. occupations involving exposure to toxic
substances considered to be extra hazard•
ous during pregnancy, such as
1. aniline
2. Benzol and Tolnol
3. Carbon disulphide
4. Carbon monoxide
5. Chlorinated hydrocarbon
6. Lead and its compounds
7. Nitrobenzol and other nitro
compounds.
8. Phosphorous
9. Radioactive substances and rrays
10. Turpentine
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Because these substances may exert a harmful
influence upon the course ot pregnanoy,·may
lead to its premature termination, or may
injure the fetus, the maintenance of air
concentrations within sooalled "maximum
permissible limits" of state codes, is not
in itself, sufficient assurance ot a safe
working condition-for the pregnant woman.
6. .1 minimum of 6 weeks leave before delivery should be
granted, on presentation of a medical certificate of
the expected date of confinement.
7. l.t aivtime during pregnancy a woman should be granted
a reasonable amount of additional leave on presentation
of a oertifioate from the attending physician to the
effect that complications of pregnancy have made
continuing employment prejudicial to her health or to
the health of the child.
After delivery the following recommendations are made:
1. All women should be granted an extension of at
least 2 months leave of absence
2.

Should complications of delivery or of the post
partum. period develope, a woman should be granted
a reasonable amount of additional leave beyond 2
months following delivery, on presentation of a
certificate to this effect trom the attending
physician •
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THE CONTROL OF ABSENTEEISM
That absenteeism has assumed serious proportions in all
was industries, is common knowledge.

Various methods or control

have been tried with more or less success.
The Curtiss-Wright Corporation (60) has established, in its
personnel office, a central clearing point which is known as
Absentee Control. Employees must notify Absentee Control by
telephone when they are unable to report for work.

Failure

to notity of' an absence extending over si� days results in
the remova� of the absentee :t'rom. the payroll and he is deemed
to have quit of' his own accord.

If' the period is less than six

days the absence is classed as inexcusable or unjustifiable and
a nmnber of these unexcused absenoes·marks the employee as a
•chronic• absentee, whfch also results in removal· from· the pay•
roll.

The company also makes use of special investigators,

who call at the home of the absentee to determine the reasons
for absence.

This method reveals the chronic absentee and also

causes the other employees to realize that the Company is
seriously concerned about absenteeism.
The

u.s.

Bureau of Census (47) which employs about BO%

females has. set up a program which includes:
l. Accurate absenteeism records which are checlmd
by the medical staff' and home visits.
2. A medical offioer available for medical advice.
3.

Program of' medical education.

4. Necessary inoculation.
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5.

A high standard of sanitation.

6.

Laboratory and technician for minor diagnosis
results made available to patients private
physician

7.

Disabilities during the work week will be
treated in the emergency room with facilities
for rest.

a.

Other disabilities usually referred to an out
side physician.

Another factor which is ot considerable importance in the
absenteeism of women. especially married women. that require a
need for child care.

It has been estimated (42) that ono fourth

ot all women employed were living in the marital state With child
ren

at home or expecting in tho near future.

Some states (10-22)

have taken over part of the burden by furnishing funds· for• at

least a portion of tho cost, establishing day nurseries whore
competent persons endeavor to care for the cahildren ot tho
working mother.

The Office of Civilian Defense. (23) has train

ed 38.676 women tor this type of work.

New York City (21), has

opened six such centers.
Selling (41) recommends that tho problem of absenteeism
be approached from several angles.

First there should be an

attempt on the part of the management to aid tho employee in his
social problems.

The plant should treat such minor disorders as

dysmenorrhea as its own expense, there should be a program ot
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sex education.

Thero should be very olose cooperation between

the medical department. personnel department and the f'oreman
on the job.

Lastly the employee should have some incentive

· tor appearing at his job daily.
There are probably many other factors which could be con
sidered in the causes and control of' absenteeism, such as;
housing, sanitation, transportation and recreation.

These are

not, however, medical problems, though they are closely related
in many respects, and will left tor the economists and the
sociologists to ponder over.
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SUMMARY
The pr,oportion of women in all types of employment is
increasing and is certain to continue to increase as the war
continues. ·A:Ay influx of new workers creates problems ot
industrial hygiene.
•'

The basic essentials for maintaining

a healthful working enviornment are �he same for both sexes.
However, the addition of women does bring a dif'f'erent emphaai•
in certain respects.

These dif'f'erenoes are probably due as

much or more to the social enviornment in whioh females are
surrounded trom birth as to differences in physical
constitution. Many times dogmatic statements concerning work
unsuited for women have been found to have no foundation in
fact• women have demonstrated their ability work, without
injury to health, in many new fields of endeavor.

An indivi

dualized approach is necessary, regarding each woman worker
in the light of her physical constitution and particular job
to which she is assigned. Medical control beginning with her
placement and following through her entire working experience
is the only assurance that her health will not be adnrsely
affected.
A company hiring women should consider, among other
things, the tollowing1 possible changes in plant facilities,
including reengineering of jobs, seating, toileta, and rest
rooms, medical facilities, eating facilities, arrangement of
working hours and rest periods.

Problems of pregnancy, work

clothing. methods for the control of absenteeism and coop
eration with various authorities in providing for; child care.
transportation, housing and recreation.

'
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